Particle fallout in cleanrooms is a primary concern for industries manufacturing super critical products with surfaces highly susceptible to particulate contamination. Limited research has been conducted to predict the contribution of particulate contamination by production activities in cleanrooms. This paper describes a prediction model that utilizes the relationship between airborne particulate contamination and particle fallout, and the relationship between particle fallout and spatial variations, to predict the level of particle fallout on product surfaces in the cleanroom. Experimental modeling and statistical process control techniques were employed in establishing the above relationships and validation was performed by comparing the predictions from the model with actual observations at production cleanrooms. KEYWORDS Airborne particulate contamination, particle fallout, experimental modeling, statistical process control, regression analysis
Figure 1. APC and PFO measurement (source: ASML CCE database).
Hamberg [3] used measurement data from several cleanroom facilities to establish a non-linear regression relationship between N c and ṅ, where ṅ is the particle fallout rate -number of particles > 5 µm settled/ft 2 /24 hr, and N c is the airborne particulate contamination level -number of particles > 5 µm/ft 3 of air.
The correlation has been extensively used for predicting PFO in cleanrooms. As a preferred option, several attempts were made to determine the usefulness of this relationship for predicting fallout rate. However, comparing the predicted values of ṅ with the actual observations revealed a significant difference between the predictions and reality. Further, special measurements were conducted to determine the influence of spatial variations on ṅ in the 8 × 12 m cleanroom cabin. The results from measurements showed significant variation in the fallout rates between the center and the sides of the cleanroom. This variation occurs primarily because production activities are more concentrated at the center of the cleanroom where the product is located than at the sides and corners of the cleanroom. However, there is no established relationship to explain the variation of ṅ with Distance (spatial variations). Therefore, a decision was made to develop the preceding set of relationships for the conditions of the cleanroom cabins.
EXPERIMENTAL MODELING
The dynamic nature of production activities along with the non-unidirectional airflow type cleanroom makes computer modeling or simulation costly and time consuming. Experimental modeling was considered as a feasible and suitable choice in developing the relationships for the prediction model. The experimental model incorporated a contamination generating source, the contaminant (particles), and the cleanroom environmental conditions. 
The Contaminant
Measurements over years in the cleanrooms used in this study have shown particle size predominantly ranges from sub-micrometers to 200 µm. The contaminant, or test dust, used in the model was selected based on the similarity with the contaminants seen in cleanrooms. The factor of interest is the size distribution (SD) of the test dust; this SD should be approximately similar to the SD of particles seen in cleanrooms. ISO 14644-1:1999 states the SD of particles in air is to follow a distribution given by the inverse power equation [4]     
where D is the diameter of the particle N is the ISO class number Cn is the number of airborne particles of size ≥ D in 1 m 3 of air A range of available standard test dusts were analyzed for coherence with the PSD (Particle Size Distribution) of ISO 14644-1. Coarse test dust designated A4 per ISO 12103-1 [5] was found to be an ideal choice as a contaminant for the experiment. 
The Contamination Source
Establishing a relationship between ṅ and N c requires prolonged exposure of witness wafers to APC. Typical activities produce APC levels as shown in Figure 1 . Cooper [6] stresses the significance of a 'process variable' to follow a normal distribution and compliance with µ ± kσ control limits for making valid predictions. Using an average N c with σ as in Figure 1 for establishing a relationship with ṅ results in unreliable predictions. Therefore, a source capable of producing airborne particulate contamination at an approximately constant rate was required.
Research was conducted to investigate the availability of standard equipment for discharging test dusts at a constant rate. One such device is the aerosol generator, which allows users to 'dose and disperse' small quantities of test dust or powders that normally cannot be processed and dispersed with common dispersion equipments. The principle of operation is the use of a dust chamber where the test dust required for dispersion is poured; a conveyor (belt, screw, or ring type) carries a lean and specific quantity of the dust to the inlet of an injector nozzle, which disperses the delivered quantity of dust into the required medium. The experimental model used a dust generator with mass flow rate or feed rate of < 0.5 g/h, aerosol flow rate of 1.5 -4 m 3 /h, particle size range of 0 -200 µm, and a continuous operation time of 1-2 hours.
Cleanroom Environmental Conditions
The cleanroom was a 4 × 6 m area with cleanroom conditions of ambient pressure, temperature, humidity, air change rate, air velocity, and other parameters set to the conditions prevalent in the facility cleanroom cabin.
Experimental Setup and Experimentation
The contamination source (S) (i.e., the aerosol generator) was placed at the center of the cleanroom. The source generates particles that are dispersed in the cleanroom air. As the distance from S increases, the dilution rate increases, thus reducing the level of APC. A range of experimental setups were designed to extract maximum information required for determining the target relationships. Typically, measurement points (one measurement point = one airborne particle counter + one 300-mm diameter witness wafer with surface area of 0.0765 m 2 ) were circumferentially distributed at varying radii from S to obtain a wide range of ṅ and N c values. Similarly, the varied radii made it possible to obtain information on the variation of ṅ with variation of Distance from S (see Figure 3 for a typical experimental layout). The exposure time for each observation was 30 min. 
ANALYSIS

SPC analysis
Statistical process control (SPC) [7] is a technique used in determining whether or not a particular process is under statistical control. A process under statistical control exhibits the following characteristics: 1) The process follows a normal distribution, and 2) the process output will be under a prescribed range of variation (usually within µ ± 3σ). To analyze whether the airborne particulate contamination N c (process variable) produced by the aerosol generator was at an approximately constant rate, and under statistical control, N c values measured at each point were plotted on control charts (also known as Shewart charts). Seven of the total 64 observations were found to be not under statistical control. The data at those points were excluded during the development of the prediction model.
Relationship ṅ vs N c
The experimental data of N c and ṅ were incorporated to develop a regression model (see data series "Experimental observations" in graph of Figure 4) . The data exhibited a non-linear relationship explained by the Power law. The plot shows the non-linear regression model with the fitted line, the 95% Confidence Intervals (CI), and Prediction Intervals (PI). where t is the exposure time and ṅ 1 , ṅ 2 …. ṅ t are the predicted fallout rates for each minute of t using equation 4.
Relationship ṅ vs Distance
Instead of another regression relationship, the relation between ṅ and distance was expressed in terms of a Distance Factor (DF) in an effort to keep the prediction model simple. The DF is a factor varying from 0 to 1, which can be used to predict the value of ṅ at a particular distance Y based on the ṅ predicted at point X: To find the DF values at various distances, the wafers were grouped based on their distance from the source S, and the percentage of ≥ 5 µm particles present on the wafers was analyzed to plot a trend of the decrease in the percentage of ṅ with increase in distance. Figure 5 shows the DF values for various distances along with the 95% CI based on the variation in the PSD of ≥ 5 µm at each distance. 
VALIDATION AND RESULTS
To assess the suitability of the relationships obtained from the experimental model for prediction of ṅ in the cabins, a range of tests were conducted. The test setup involved placing measurement points at various locations in the cleanroom during production activities. Full-time observation was conducted during the test interval to register any disturbances to the measurement points by the production activities. To validate the relationship between ṅ and N c , the N c values measured at each measurement point were used to predict the value of ṅ (ṅ predicted ) at that point. These values of ṅ predicted were then compared with actual values of ṅ (ṅ actual ) found on the wafers at the respective measurement point (refer to data series "Actual observation" in graph of Figure 4 ). As shown, the ṅ actual values are within the prediction intervals of the respective fitted values (ṅ predicted ), confirming a valid relationship for application at the facility's cleanrooms.
Similarly, to test the relationship of ṅ with Distance, the ṅ predicted at a certain point X was used to predict the value of ṅ at a point Y. The prediction was then compared with the ṅ actual measured at Y. Table  1 shows the data of ṅ predicted at X, ṅ predicted at Y and the ṅ actual at Y for some test cases. The values of ṅ actual were found to be within the prediction intervals of the regression model (see Figure  4 data series 'ṅ actual at Y'), confirming the usefulness of the relationship for application at the facility.
As an initial step, an effort was made to apply these relationships to predict the spread of particle fallout by considering a hypothetical test case. 
DISCUSSION
Particle Characteristics
During development of this prediction model, similar efforts were made to determine relationships for particles ≥ 1 µm. However. the predictions failed during validation. One of the key reasons for this failure was the characteristics of the particles. Particles < 5 µm are highly dominated by airflows in the cleanroom. [2] With behavior of such particles made uncertain by turbulences prevalent in the cleanroom, no valuable predictions were possible.
Characteristics such as shape and specific gravity also have a significant impact on predictions. In particular, fiber particles tend to be airborne and are transported for much longer distances due to airflows in the cleanroom. Using this prediction model for cleanroom environments with abundant fiber particles (more than 2% of SD of particles found in the cleanroom) can result in misleading predictions.
Dynamics of Production Activities
In this research, the prime focus was on production activities performed at specific locations in the cleanroom and their contributions to particulate contamination on surfaces across the cleanroom area. However, there is a significant contribution of particles by logistic activities in the cleanroom. Activities such as shifting product modules, crane operations, and air bellow operations produce and redistribute significant levels of particulate contamination. [8] Using this model to make predictions in such cases becomes difficult due to the dynamics involved. Using the relationships in this paper with computer models simulating motion paths and logistics can help in more accurate predictions.
CONCLUSION
With the herein established relationships and data on APC, the distance of the measurement from the production activity, and exposure time of the product surface, it is possible to predict with reasonable accuracy the particle fallout rate on a surface. In the test facility, measures have been put forth to improve the quality of prediction by conducting more measurements in the cleanroom for fine-tuning the prediction intervals of the model. One of the major contributions of this model is the general awareness production personnel can derive based on the predictions. Manufacturing engineers can introduce appropriate cleaning measures, surface concealing instructions, and other preventive actions in critical production/assembly procedures to avoid particle deposition on surfaces. However, the responsibility rests with contamination control engineers to transfer predictions made by the model into understandable visuals or simulations for production personnel to grasp the significance of clean production.
